
The 3rd Conditional (1)

Revise the use of the 3rd conditional!

     We use the 3rd conditional to talk about something in the past that did not actually happen. We use it to think
about how things could have been if something else had happened. For example: If I had not missed the bus I would
have been on time. 
This is how the 3rd conditional is formed:
if + past perfect, "..." would + have + past participle

     Das "3rd conditional" drückt aus, wie etwas gewesen wäre, wenn...."es ist aber nicht wirklich passiert".
Zum Beispiel: Wenn ich nicht den Bus verpasst hätte, wäre ich rechtzeitig da gewesen. ODER Wenn ich mehr gelernt
hätte, hätte ich bessere Noten.

 
If he had given me his phone number, I _________ called him.
     would have
     will have
     have

 
If Lucy _________ at home, she would not have seen this wonderful show!
     had stayed
     stayed
     have stayed

 
If Rishi had ______________ that dog, he would not have given it away.
     love
     loving
     loved

 
_________ Millie had received the prize, she would have given the money to charity.
     So
     When
     If

 
If it had rained, would you have _________ outside?
     play
     played
     playing

 
If Finn _________ known her, he would have liked her very much.
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The 3rd Conditional (1)

 
If Jordan had played in the team, we ______________ have won!
 

 
If Sheila had not passed her driving test, her parents would have _________ very upset.
     was
     be
     been

 
If they had ______________ the game, he would have changed teams.
     loosed
     lost
     loose

 
If Jenny had not been on holiday, I ______________ invited her.
     have
     would
     would have

 
If I _________ known her then, she would have been my friend.
     has
     had
     have got

 
If Lara had found her dream dog at the shelter, she _________ have bought it.
     would
     will

 
If it _________ sunny in Greece, we would have enjoyed our holiday.
     have been
     had be
     had been

 
If we had seen him, we would have _________ "hello"!
     say
     said
     sayd
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